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Hi, << Test First Name >>!

My guest this week was Michael Joyner, MD. We spoke about fatigue. Dr. Joyner is an anesthesiologist,

and you heard in the episode how important the central nervous system is in fatigue. He is one of the

biggest leaders in exercise science today, from molecules and mechanisms to health promotion.

 
You can connect with Dr. Joyner at:

His website on Human Limits of performance

Twitter: @DrMJoyner

His clinical profile at the Mayo Clinic

 
Here are some of the key learning points from the interview.

 
Dr. Joyner gave us a great way to remember the three important factors in training for long distances,

and he did it in a haiku!

 
Run a lot of miles,

some of them extremely fast,

rest once in a while

 
Fatigue is defined as the failure to maintain the expected force or performance despite an increase in

effort.

 

http://www.drmichaeljoyner.com/
https://twitter.com/drmjoyner
http://www.mayo.edu/research/faculty/joyner-michael-j-m-d/bio-00078027
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So, what causes fatigue?

 
Maximum efforts that result in fatigue in seconds are limited by stores of the energy molecule ATP and

buildup of molecules that interfere with contraction. Events where fatigue occurs in minutes are

associated with the inability to produce new ATP at the rate required for the speed or intensity. When

we talk about fatigue in events that last a few hours, then glycogen depletion and hydration are

principal factors. For ultra marathon distances, the short answer is that we don’t know what causes

fatigue. However, the answer is likely to be multifactorial. Inability to maintain effort, motivation, and

activate or recruit muscle are likely to be the most important factors. There is good evidence that

sensory information feeding back to the spinal cord from the body and from active muscle may inhibit

motor neurons, which reduces our ability to contract those muscle sufficiently.

 
What about the brain?

When people reach a point of fatigue, it is often the case that the muscles can actually still perform -

they aren’t totally fatigued. We know this because research studies have taken athletes to this point of

quitting, then attached electrodes and stimulated the muscle directly. In those cases, the muscles could

be made to generate the required force. So, something is going on in endurance fatigue at the level of

the spinal cord that reduces our ability to activate the neurons that contract muscle and/or at the level

of the brain, where motivation and our sense of effort is perceived.

 
What about the heart?

Above the intensity that is somewhere near the lactate threshold, heart rate increases despite the

same total work output (e.g., running pace); this is called cardiac drift. The need to cool the body

requires more blood flow to the skin, placing an additional strain on the heart, and this contributes to

the drifting heart rate. Shifting to use of more fat as carbohydrate stores decline, requires more

oxygen, and, therefore, greater cardiac demand.There is some evidence of reduced heart function at

the end of ultra endurance events, but impaired heart function is probably not an issue in fatigue in an

ultra marathon.

 
What about muscle?

Muscle comprises specific protein architecture in a highly organized arrangement. Over the course of an

ultra marathon, these structures break, and the organized arrangement deteriorates. Because those

proteins must be connected properly in order to generate force, the breaking of this architecture

reduces the ability to produce force and is likely a significant component of increasing perceived effort
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to maintain the same exercise intensity. Moreover, tissue damage causes localized inflammation and

sensory feedback to the spinal cord and central nervous system that may inhibit the ability to recruit or

activate muscle. These feedback signals may also increase our perception of effort. 

 
Our sense of effort seems to be the biggest factor in our sense of fatigue in an ultra marathon. So, what

are contributing factors?

Fueling, hydration, temperature regulation are tied for first. Inadequate carbohydrate, dehydration

(but be careful to not over hydrate, too), and high body temperature make a sustainable effort feel

much harder.

 
Mechanical factors that cause muscle micro-damage like running hard down hill, and the associated

outcomes of that damage, are second. Dr. Joyner notes that running down hill in training is a good idea

because of the positive adaptations in the muscle and nervous system that it produces.

 
So, perception of effort is likely to be the most important single factor in developing fatigue in an ultra

marathon. That sounds simple, but the complication comes from the many factors that create our

perception of effort. For example, muscles release chemicals (myokines) when they contract, which

influence the brain. Muscle damage, demands on the heart, body temperature, and many other factors

feed back to the brain to influence our perception of effort. Note that we have an interview coming up

soon with Dr. Marcora, who is the leading expert in the area of perceived effort and the psycho-

biological interface; he has actually pioneered this area. Stay tuned...

 
Good news for those of us who get older every year: VO2max can be fairly well maintained into old

age…into 60s or 70s at least. VO2 max can be maintained at its upper biological limit well into our 40s.

There are also improvements in the cognitive ability to handle the fatigue and stress. As Dr. Joyner

stated, older people know that “the sun will come up tomorrow”. Density of blood vessels (capillaries),

and oxygen utilizing parts of cells (mitochondria) remain high through 60s and 70s. Over years of

training, muscle fibers (cells) can also be shifted to become much more fatigue-resistant. Fatigue

reduces the ability to activate muscle and raises our perceived effort.

 
Sleep deprivation contributes to an increase in perceived effort and adds to fatigue. But, as best we

know, there is no way to train to become better at handling sleep deprivation.

 
Ultras are often run in the mountains, at high altitude…what about altitude and fatigue? At high
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altitude, the lower oxygen pressure reduces VO2 max and may alter fuel utilization to be less efficient

for performance. Living at altitude or spending a couple of weeks at altitude prior to a race will allow

the body to increase the number of red blood cells so that some of the effect of the low oxygen

pressure is overcome. Very high altitude seems to reduce the ability of the nervous system to activate

muscle; whether anything can be done about that in training is uncertain.

 
We wrapped up with two action questions.

 
What is the most common misunderstanding or misconception about fatigue and exhaustion in ultra

endurance performance?

 An excessive focus on what’s happening in skeletal muscle. Emphasis should be put on the

central nervous system and how that interacts with the practical aspects of the logistics,

training, and preparation of the event.

 
What can we do to prepare for fatigue in an ultra endurance event?

Interval sets that progressively build intensity. These train not only the neuromuscular

connection but also the mental capacity to handle effort challenges and learn to ‘dig deep’. It

teaches us to manage high levels of perceived effort.

All the Best,

Shawn 

Chief Running Officer, Science Of Ultra
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